-stabilisation / full suppression outside inversion radius -destabilisation for on-axis → explainable with critical shear criterium: dq/dr r/q > (dq/dr r/q)crit
• pure heating (= 50% co and counter-ECCD): -similar behaviour as for co-ECCD, but less pronounced -addtional stabilisation when (1/1) mode is directly hit
• counter-ECCD: -stabilisation for on-axis -effect on (1/1) mode plays an additional role PNBI = 5MW, PECCD ≤ 1.4MW
A.Mück, EPS2003, St.Petersburg A.Mück, PPCF, to be subm. (1) realtime detection of (m/n) mode, its localisation and deposition of the ECCD (2) feedback loop for the resonant surface (ρECCD = ρNTM) (3) steerable ECCD launchers and tunable gyrotrons → immediate reaction at still small island → efficiency ? → PNBI increase to raise βN ⇒ keep ECCD on q-surface without an NTM
IAEA-CN-
• ultimate goal is not only removal, but avoidance of NTM ⇒ feedback loop on ρECCD = ρ(q) with equilibrium q-profile → seed-island avoidance (such as sawteeth and/or fishbones) → co-ECCD to "prevent" bootstrap hole at the resonant surface → global tailoring of the j-profile (∆′ effect) or the ne-profile (bootstrap is driving term via ∇ne) to reduce drive for MHD mode
• local co / counter-ECCD has been shown to be a powerful tool to control core MHD → narrow deposition layer, well controlable deposition and width → sawtooth tailoring at intermediate PNBI, NTM avoidance at higher PNBI → NTM stabilisation with narrow deposition reduces power requirements (βN/PECCD) → trigger and suppress FIR-NTM phases ⇒ physical understanding Outlook:
• application of feedforward technique: → deposition width and modulation experiments with broad deposition, extension towards more general scenarios
• realtime feedback control with increased ECCD power and control capabilities will be addressed in 2005 for stabilisation and avoidance • variation of tangency radius governs the fast particle distribution from NBI ⇒ fast particle stabilisation • variation in the particle energy between 100 keV and 60 keV has an additional impact 
IAEA-CN-116 / EX / 7-2
Bt -scan for resonance
• resonance scanned with 400 kW co -ECCD (+heating) -shift of deposition of ECCD: ≈ 8 cm -shift of mode during scan:
≈ 2 cm -shot to shot variation of mode location ≈ 2 cm ⇒ resonant intervall ≈ 4cm same order as island half width and deposition width Newly developed tools for the stabilisation (SENSOR)
• detection of odd n ((2/1)-NTM, but (1/1) also) and even n ((3/2)-NTM) ⇒ diagnostic upgrade provides realtime n=1, n=2, n=3 detection
• detection of localisation of the mode and ECCD via realtime ECE / SXR 
Detection of mode and ECCD on ECE (SENSOR)
A.Keller, EPS2003, St. Petersburg
• NTMs can be directly measured from high time and radial resolution ECE
• ECCD modulation (90%) → mode can be detected at the same time on ECE ⇒ input quantities for NTM feedback stabilisation available -high time resolution -realtime capabilities
